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Abstract

We develop a dynamic model where all agents contribute to a global externality, but

only those in a speci�c region su�er from it. We model this in a dynamic setting via a

two agent, non-cooperative overlapping generations model and analyze the consequences

for economic growth and intertemporal choices. We �nd that multiple steady states may

result from this asymmetry. In particular, if the agent who is a�ected by the externality

has to spent a large share of his income to o�set it, then he may be stuck in an environ-

mental poverty trap. We provide conditions for the existence of, and local convergence

to, the equilibria, as well as a condition for the global convergence to the poverty trap.

While, in addition to maintenance expenditures, externalities tend to be addressed

via studying taxes, investment in R&D or alike, we focus on capital market integration.

Speci�cally, agents in the a�ected region can open up their capital market to enable capital

in�ows. We investigate whether an open capital market improves or worsens their welfare.

While we do �nd that capital market integration eliminates the environmental poverty

trap, we show that capital market integration is not always in both agents' interest. In

particular, we provide conditions under which the agents prefer autarkic or integrated

capital markets.
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1 Introduction

We often observe situations in which an individual, a region or a country is unconcerned

with negative externalities it imposes on others. This is where almost all investigations into

environmental economics start. In this article, however, we focus on issues beyond the classical

ine�ciency discussion. There are situations where neither the standard policy interventions

nor a Coasian bargaining process work.

The situation we have in mind is inspired by global climate change, but easily extends to

most situations with a one-sided externality. Evidence collected by the IPCC (Change 2007,

Pachauri and Meyer 2014) from hundreds of scienti�c publications suggests that some agents

will be heavily impacted by a temperature rise, while others are expected to be almost unaf-

fected. This may, at least partly, explain some countries' lack of interest to join international

climate change agreements or to undertake climate action (Finus 2003). Moreover, the heavily

a�ected agents are typically nations with low per capita income. Hence, they face di�cul-

ties in allocating funds to mitigate emissions or to adapt to environmental change without

compromising economic growth.

Several questions arise naturally from the setting described above. How do agents react

on a one-sided externality? What does this mean for consumption, economic growth, and

ecosystem dynamics? How to avoid potential problems if policy makers cannot follow the

standard toolbox, comprising taxes, subsidies, command-control? In this regard, a �rst objec-

tive of this article is to present and discuss a dynamic framework in which one agent imposes

a one-sided externality upon another one and study implications for economic growth and the

environment.

Our modeling approach borrows heavily from John and Pecchenino's (1994) model and

extends it to a two-agent version. In particular, we assume that, while both agents a�ect envi-

ronmental quality, only one of them su�ers from its deterioration or gains from its improvement

since it is local to him alone. Hence, this approach is consistent with empirically-relevant is-

sues such as upstream polluter and downstream pollutee, or climate change where only one

agent is expected to be a�ected. It is precisely this asymmetry which drives our results, which
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we believe to be novel to the literature.

We �nd that multiple steady states can result from this asymmetry. In particular, the agent

who is a�ected by the externality may get stuck in a situation where �ghting the externality

absorbs most of his savings such that no funds are left for capital accumulation. We call

this the environmental poverty trap. We show that, even though both agents hold the same

technologies and primary factor endowments, if the agent who is a�ected by the externality

is su�ciently poor in terms of initial capital endowments, then he may be stuck in this trap.

We provide conditions for the existence of, and local convergence to, the equilibria, as well as

a condition for the global convergence to the poverty trap.

Economists tend to assume the existence of a social planner or international agency which

may intervene with the standard toolbox of taxes, subsidies, quotas or command-and-control.

The �rst-best solution to treating an externality like this is then easily calculated and generally

well-known. However, if one places this model more deeply into an international setting of

regions or countries, it is unlikely that agents would be willing to be controlled by a planner

unless it is in their mutual bene�t. In other words, we do not believe in such an agency for

the situation described above. The standard forms of economic interventions named above

are unlikely to be bene�cial to the non-a�ected agent in our setting.1

Thus, our second contribution is to advocate a novel approach to at least partly address this

externality if policy interventions in form of taxes or subsidies as well as command-and-control

methods are impossible. Our approach is to investigate whether capital market integration

alleviates the environmental poverty trap. It turns out that capital market integration will

eliminate the poverty trap. We show that this has a positive e�ect on the environment while

the e�ect on welfare is ambiguous. Speci�cally, we �nd that a negative welfare e�ect occurs

for a large and reasonable set of parameters. In particular, we show that poor and small

agents fare better with integrated capital markets while rich agents, or those agents able to

su�ciently impact their own environmental quality, should not integrate capital markets for

environmental reasons alone.

1Nevertheless, it may be sometimes worthwhile for the a�ected agent to subsidize the other agent to reduce
his impact on the externality, see e.g. (Hoel and Schneider 1997).
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Our article relates to the established literature as follows.2 In Copeland and Taylor (1994),

trade increases welfare if the environment is a local public good, although scale, composition

and technique e�ects add up to higher pollution. Their extension to a pure public good

(Copeland and Taylor 1995) yields less stringent conclusions. We assume the environment to

be a local public good as in Copeland and Taylor (1994), but take a dynamic approach.3 Our

results cannot be fully compared to those in Copeland and Taylor (1994), as we study capital

market integration and not trade in goods. However, our result is that the environment always

improves from capital market integration, while welfare in the polluted region nevertheless may

decrease. The di�erence in results arises since in our case capital market integration links the

returns to capital, while in Copeland and Taylor trade induces the South to produce with

dirtier technologies.

There are other contributions to the environmental economics, overlapping generations

literature that derive multiple steady states.4 Prieur (2009) gives conditions under which a

zero-maintenance equilibrium may arise which may lead to multiple steady states. In a recent

contribution, Bella (2013) has shown that a poverty trap may occur in an endogenous growth

model with environmental quality. The multiple steady states in these articles are caused by

speci�c assumptions, like non-linearities or conditions on the utility function. In our case, the

environmental poverty trap is a result of an international externality. In this respect, our model

is close to John and Pecchenino (2002). They analyze the use of transfers for a cooperative

and non-cooperative, short-run and long-run solution to a two-country overlapping generation

model. The main di�erences between their and our model is that they treat environmental

2Our modeling structure partially relates to the environmental economics literature dealing with closed-
loop di�erential games. Mäler and de Zeeuws (1998) study a di�erential game of the acid rain problem. They
consider N regions that minimize the cost of emission reduction, where emission reductions help to reduce the
acid rain problem and thereby the damage from acid rain. Fernandez (2002) builds upon Mäler and de Zeeuws
(1998) and studies a two-region di�erential game of managing water quality in a border waterway under trade
liberalization and no trade. The advantage of our approach is that, by setting our model within the standard
OLG framework, we can analyze consumption, savings and abatement decisions as well as allow for a study
of income and changes in interest rates. The changes in the interest rates prove pivotal for the results of this
article. This approach then allows us to place our results in close comparison to single-agent models like John
and Pecchenino (1994).

3The predominant approach in the literature is static, see e.g. Rauscher (1991), Chichilnisky (1994),
Copeland and Taylor (1994), (1995)), as examples. For overviews we refer the reader to Esty (2001), Copeland
and Taylor (2004) as well as Jayadevappa and Chatre (2000).

4In a recent survey, Azariadis (2011) describes what further mechanisms - apart from environmental ones
- may give rise to poverty traps.
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quality as a �ow, and that they assume the same utility function for both countries. In

contrast, in our model environmental quality is a stock, and we have an asymmetry in the

utility function - while one country is concerned with environmental quality, the other is not.

This leads to distinct conclusions, namely to our environmental poverty trap and the focus on

capital market integration. Furthermore, our modeling approach allows us to obtain explicit

results.

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical model. Section 3

studies the model without international capital mobility. In section 4 we analyze the model

by allowing for free trade through integrated capital markets. We derive the changes implied

by the move from autarky to international capital markets in section 5. Finally, section 6

concludes.

2 The Model

The model extends John and Pecchenino's overlapping generations model to a two-region

perspective. We assume one region, called Home, to bene�t from a public good. This public

good is subject to a negative externality arising from pollution at Home and from the other

region, called Abroad. Pollution is a by-product of consumption in both regions. Contrary to

Home, region Abroad does not bene�t from the public good. We, thus, deal with a directed

cross-border externality imposed upon one region only. The dynamics in this model arise

through capital accumulation and the e�ects of consumption on environmental quality. In this

sense, we elaborate on the model by John and Pecchenino (1994), which will allow a direct

comparison. We explicitly restrict the analysis to equal levels of total factor productivity as

well as full employment, perfect information and perfect capital markets. Our intention is to

show that, even though we assume everything else equal, there are already novel results from

assuming a one-sided externality. All proofs can be found in the Supplementary Material.

Environmental quality

Environmental quality Qt deteriorates from emissions that come from consumption, ct, and
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improves through abatement, At, with a one�period time lag. Time is taken discrete, with

t = 0 as initial period. Variables applying to Abroad are denoted with tilde. Hence

Qt+1 = Qt − β(ct + c̃t) + γ(At + Ãt), (1)

where β > 0 denotes emissions per unit consumption and γ > 0 the e�ectiveness of abatement.

We assume Q0 > 0, ct ≥ 0, At ≥ 0, and Qt ≥ 0 for all t. Unlike John and Pecchenino

(1994), environmental quality does not return to its natural level in case there is no human

interference. This assumption implies that every time that pollution or abatement e�orts

change they induce a new steady state in environmental quality. For example, once the forest

on a slope is cut the earth gets washed o� and this leads to changes that nature itself cannot

reverse. Similarly, a climate-induced sea level rise shrinks the habitable surface with nature

not being able to restore itself. Only very costly abatement e�orts would be able to restore

the original state.5

The representative �rm

In each region there is a representative �rm that maximizes pro�ts Πt subject to capital

Kt and labor Lt under perfect competition. We normalize the output price to unity and

assume a constant returns to scale production function Yt = F (Kt, Lt). In intensive form

we write kt = Kt/Lt, yt = Yt/Lt and yt = f(kt). The representative �rm maximizes pro�ts

Πt = f(kt)Lt − RtKt − wtLt, taking as given the payments to wages, wt = f(kt) − f ′(kt)kt,

and the interest payments on capital, Rt = f ′(kt). We assume f(kt) = kαt , with α ∈ (0, 1),

hence wt = (1−α)kαt and Rt = αkα−1t . We follow De La Croix and Michel (2002) by assuming

that capital depreciates fully during the course of one generation.

Our assumption of technology being the same across regions is only for purposes of sim-

plifying the subsequent analysis. We can readily derive that the results are not qualitatively

altered by this assumption. Allowing for di�erent technologies across regions would, however,

5Other functional forms allow for a natural regeneration rate, as in Jouvet et al. (2005). In addition, the
linearity in abatement and pollution implies that unbounded growth in environmental quality is theoretically
possible. We discuss the di�erences in section 3.4.
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increase the mathematical complexities substantially.

The agents

We assume two representative agents, one agent associated to region Home and the other to

region Abroad. Agents live for two periods. They are called young in their �rst period of

life and old in their second period. Hence each region is populated by a young and an old

generation. We abstract from population growth and assume that both regions are inhabited

by the same number of agents,6 thus Lt = L̃t = 1. Young agents earn labor income (wt ≥ 0)

only. This income is spent either on capital formation (st ≥ 0) or abatement (At ≥ 0); there

is no consumption while young.7 Old agents spend their returns on saving completely on

consumption.

The main assumption in this article, which also drives the subsequent results, is that agents

Abroad do not value environmental quality, while those at Home do. The utility function of the

representative agent at Home born in period t is V (ct+1, Qt+1) = θ log(ct+1) + log(Qt+1). In

contrast, the utility of the agent Abroad and born in period t is given by Ṽ (ct+1) = θ log(c̃t+1).

Clearly, there are many examples for this type of asymmetry. For example, assume a river runs

through two countries, where the downstream country is a�ected by the pollution from both

countries because it takes its drinking water from the river. Another example would be smaller

island states and sea level rise. Yet another example would be simply cultural di�erences in

personal attitudes. While one can make up a multitude of examples for an international

externality where only one country is a�ected or perceives an issue to be important for utility,

our main incentive here is to drive the asymmetry between the two countries to an extreme

and study the implications. For those readers who feel that this assumption is too extreme,

we also study the robustness of our result to a more general utility for agents Abroad.

6This assumption of equal size helps us in avoiding the need to track the e�ect of the population when
capital markets are integrated. Apart from simplifying the analytics it also constrains the focus on technology
and per capita e�ects.

7This modeling approach is abstracting from a potential coordination between young and old generations.
This is precisely the reason for using an overlapping generation structure. The idea is that each generation
imposes an externality on the next (in our model also on another region) and the question is how this externality
a�ects the intergenerational decision-taking process in the absence of a planner. Another way in which this
could be interpreted is that abatement is a lump-sum tax on wages of the young only and the political decision-
taking process is being driven by the young generation.
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Consumption of the old at Home receives a multiplicative factor θ > 0, which indicates

the relative weight of consumption versus the environment in the utility function. Young

agents allocate resources to maximize welfare. They are not altruistic with respect to future

generations or people living abroad. Both players face income constraints, given by wt = st+At

and Rt+1st = ct+1 for agents at Home, and w̃t = s̃t+ Ãt and R̃t+1s̃t = c̃t+1 for agents Abroad.

We assume that both agents play a game in which they rely on strategies that yield a

Nash equilibrium, which is de�ned as follows. In this two-person game the agent at Home

chooses st ∈ [0, wt] which implicitly determines At, and agent Abroad chooses s̃t ∈ [0, w̃t]

which implicitly determines Ãt. They have their pure strategy payo� functions V and Ṽ

that give utility V (st, s̃t, Q(st, s̃t)) and Ṽ (st, s̃t).
8 We write the game in normal form as

Γ = [st, s̃t, V (st, s̃t, Qt), Ṽ (st, s̃t)].

De�nition 1 A pair of strategies (st, s̃t) is a Nash equilibrium of the game

Γ = [st, s̃t, V (st, s̃t, Qt), Ṽ (st, s̃t, Qt)] if V (st, s̃t, Q(st)) ≥ V (s′t, s̃t, Q(s′t)) and Ṽ (st, s̃t) ≥

Ṽ (st, s̃
′
t), for all s

′
t ∈ [0, w] and s̃′t ∈ [0, w̃].

As agents Abroad are not a�ected by environmental degradation, it is straight-forward to

derive that their optimal abatement expenditure is zero. All their income is spent on invest-

ment while young and consequently on consumption when old. This suggests that we are

dealing with a strict externality9 where each agent is following his own rational interests. As

a consequence, their consumption is de�ned by

c̃t+1 = R̃t+1w̃t (2)

Agents Abroad simply save all their income and consume their savings as well as the return

on those savings when old. As a consequence, they impose a scale e�ect on the environment.

The representative agent at Home solves thus an open-loop maximization problem where

8When we write Q(st, s̃t) then we mean that, in this reduced-form game, variable Q is determined by st
and s̃t.

9This is a rather useful assumption since we wish to study how the e�ect of this pure externality might be
changed if we study international capital markets as an additional link between the two regions. In addition,
it is rather often a realistic assumption.
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he takes the consumption and abatement e�orts of Abroad as given. He solves

max
{At}

θ log(ct+1) + log(Qt+1) subject to (3)

wt −At = st, (4)

Rt+1st = ct+1, (5)

Qt+1 = Qt − β(ct + c̃t) + γ(At + Ãt). (6)

The maximization problem for Home can be written as

max
{st}

θ log
(
Rt+1st

)
+ log

(
Qt − β(ct + c̃t) + γ(wt − st + Ãt)

)
. (7)

It is easy to see that the game has a unique Nash equilibrium. The �rst-order condition gives

ct+1 =
θ

γ
Rt+1Qt+1, (8)

st =
θ

γ
Qt+1, (9)

At = wt −
θ

γ
Qt+1. (10)

Therefore, savings of the representative young agent at Home are proportional to expected

environmental quality when old. The higher the expected future environmental quality the

lower will be the abatement e�ort. If agents strongly value consumption over environmental

quality (high θ), then this increases their savings and diminishes their abatement e�orts.

The larger is the e�ectiveness of abatement the higher will be optimal abatement since it is

relatively cheaper to abate than to consume and thereby to increase utility.

Increasing income of agents at Home has two e�ects on the environment. On the one

hand, higher income allows agents to save more, thereby increase future consumption, and

consequently also pollution. This is a type of scale e�ect. On the other hand, agents may now

direct more money into abatement, they `green' consumption by improving the pollution-to-

income ratio.

We call the equilibrium resulting from the assumptions and conditions above the temporal
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equilibrium. It is de�ned by the following de�nition.

De�nition 2 The temporal equilibrium consists of the allocations {wt, w̃t, Rt, R̃t, kt, k̃t, ct, c̃t, st, At, Qt},

where at every t = 0, 1, 2, ..., �rms maximize pro�ts; labor and good markets clear; agents at

Home maximize (3) subject to (4), (5) and (6); agents Abroad have an optimal consumption

de�ned by (2); net pro�ts get distributed to the capital owners such that Rt = f ′(kt) and

R̃t = f ′(k̃t).

3 Autarkic capital markets

We start by assuming no interactions between both regions other than the environmental

externality. We call this autarkic capital markets. Then regional savings from the current

generation give the regional capital stock of the next generation, kt+1 = st, and k̃t+1 = s̃t.

Based on the optimal allocations at the temporal equilibrium, we can derive the dynamic

system that characterizes the autarkic intertemporal equilibrium. This system is given by the

equations

k̃t+1 = (1− α)k̃αt , (11)

kt+1 =
θ

γ(1 + θ)

[
Qt − β

θ

γ
αkα−1t Qt − αβk̃αt + γ(1− α)kαt

]
, (12)

Qt+1 =
1

1 + θ

[
Qt − β

θ

γ
αkα−1t Qt − αβk̃αt + γ(1− α)kαt

]
. (13)

We can now de�ne the intertemporal equilibrium in the autarky case.

De�nition 3 Given the capital stocks k0 and k̃0 and the environmental quality Q0, an autar-

kic intertemporal equilibrium is a temporal equilibrium that in addition satis�es, for all t ≥ 0,

the autarkic capital accumulation conditions kt+1 = st and k̃t+1 = s̃t.

For completeness we assume that the dynamic system applies only for kt > 0 and Qt > 0.

For solutions that lead to kt+1 ≤ 0 and Qt+1 ≤ 0 we replace the equations (12) and (13) by

kt+τ = 0 and Qt+τ = 0, ∀τ ≥ 1.
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3.1 Existence of multiple steady states

Equation (11), (12) and (13) become at steady state

Γ(Q) ≡ [(1− α)γ − αβ]

(
θ

γ
Q

)α
− θQ− αβ(1− α)

α
1−α = 0. (14)

We study (14) to analyze the existence of a steady state. We shall introduce the following

assumption.

A 1

(1− α)
α
α−1 (α

2α−1
1−α − α

α
1−α )

(
(1− α)− αβ/γ

) 1
1−α > β/γ. (15)

This assumption will prove useful for the existence of a steady state. It implies, for the

reasonable level of α = 0.3, that β/γ < 0.625.

Proposition 1 Under assumption A1 there exist two steady states to the dynamic system

(11), (12) and (13), given by {kl, k̃, Ql}, {kh, k̃, Qh}, where Ql < Qh and kl < kh, and one

corner state {0, k̃, 0}. If A1 holds with equality, then there exists one steady state, {k̂, k̃, Q̂}

and one corner state {0, k̃, 0}. Otherwise there exists only the corner state {0, k̃, 0}.

All proofs are available in the Appendix.

Note that (1 − α)γ > αβ is a straightforward necessary condition for the existence of a

steady state. It requires that, if young agents at Home spend all of their income on abatement

then they must be able to o�set more than the emissions from Home. The necessary and

su�cient condition in equation (15) is homogenous of degree zero in β and γ, hence only β/γ

matters. This ratio gives the costs of abating the emissions out of one unit consumption in

terms of GDP.10

We will also focus some attention on the trivial steady state at {0, k̃, 0}. For the reasonable

level of α = 0.3 condition (15) requires that β/γ < 0.625. Thus, if γ is not su�ciently e�ective

compared to β, then no interior steady state for the region Home will exist in the autarkic

10A change in β/γ could be understood as either cleaner consumption (e.g. less energy consuming) or better
abatement technology.
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case. In this case, region Abroad will still grow to its interior steady state given by k̃, while

region Home will continue to spend on environmental quality despite decreasing capital stocks.

The question now is whether this trivial steady state is a possibility despite the fact that

assumption A1 holds, meaning that all parameter conditions allow for an interior steady state.

This we analyze by studying the local dynamics around the steady states, and we also provide

some conditions on the global dynamics.

3.2 Dynamics and comparative statics

In the previous section we provided the necessary and su�cient condition (15) for the existence

of a steady state. Furthermore, we know that, for a non-degenerate set of parameters, two

interior steady states exist and one corner state. We now provide conditions for the stability

of the steady states which give an analytical understanding of the environmental poverty trap.

Proposition 2 Considering the dynamic equations (11), (12) and (13) that describe the au-

tarkic intertemporal equilibrium, then the low steady state {k̃, kl, Ql} is unstable and the high

steady state {k̃, kh, Qh} is stable. Thus, for all kt < kl the system converges to the corner

state, while for all kt > kl the system converges to the high steady state.

To add some precision, there exists a Saddle-node bifurcation when assumption A1 holds

with equality. Excluding the corner state, then for a su�ciently small β/γ ratio we have two

steady states, one stable one and one unstable one. For an increasing β/γ ratio these steady

states approach each other and collide when assumption A1 is satis�ed with equality. If A1

does not hold, which would be the case for a too large β/γ ratio, then no steady state (apart

from the corner state) exist.

The proposition above supports our argument for the existence of the environmental

poverty trap for k0 ∈ (0, kl). If Home is initially endowed with a per capita capital stock

less than kl, then �ghting pollution will freeze resources necessary to maintain its current per

capita capital stock. Home will experience negative growth rates ending up in an economic

collapse.

The fact that overlapping generation models with environmental quality can generate

multiple equilibria is not new to the literature. For example, John and Pecchenino (1994),
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focusing on one region, suggest that multiple equilibria may occur if the production function

takes a di�erent form than Cobb-Douglas, or if one allows for increasing returns. In our case

multiple equilibria are due to the international externality, and occur despite focusing on the

Cobb-Douglas case.11

Figure 1 gives the intuition for the dynamics in an k�A diagram.12 Since w = (1 − α)kα

Figure 1: Capital - Abatement dynamics in the autarky case

as well as w − A = k, we de�ne As ≡ (1 − α)kα − k as steady state abatement supply.

Abatement is used to o�set emissions from Abroad and Home, hence equation (1) must hold

with γA = β (c+ c̃). This yields Ad ≡ α(β/γ)kα + (β/γ)c̃, where c̃ ≡ α(1 − α)
α

1−α . We

dub this term Ad as it gives the steady state demand for abatement given the capital stock

at home. Figure 1 shows equilibrium k as the intersection of As and Ad. The graph also

illustrates that kl is unstable. For a small perturbation of k to the left of kl, abatement does

not su�ce to keep up with emissions, hence the economy at Home will collapse. For a small

perturbation to the right of kl, abatement exceeds emissions, hence the economy at Home will

improve its environmental quality and increase its capital stock. Beyond kh, abatement falls

short of emissions again, pulling the economy back to kh.

11Some articles in the dynamic games literature are related to our framework here. Mäler and De Zeeuw
(1998) or Fernandez (2002) miss the link through capital accumulation and, by not being able to explicitly study
multi-agent control problems with concave production functions, cannot obtain our result of the environmental
poverty trap.

12A Q�A diagram would have the same shape because Q is linear in k (see ( 9)).
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The results of the comparative statics are also easily recognized in Figure 1 and will be

proved below. Note that Home's steady state capital stock depends only on the β�to�γ ratio

while environmental quality is sensitive to the level of γ. Furthermore, the extent of the

poverty trap depends on consumption Abroad. The risk to fall into the poverty trap increases

with Abroad approaching its steady state consumption. The stable steady state {kh, k̃, Qh} is

sensitive with respect to key parameters in an expected way. Assume, for example, a greening

of consumption - i.e. emissions per unit of consumption, β, decrease.13 As a consequence,

both environmental quality and capital at Home increases. Moreover, the risk to fall into the

poverty trap decreases. An improvement in abatement technology, γ, works exactly in the same

direction. An increase in the willingness to pay for environmental quality, θ, however, leaves

the capital stocks una�ected, while potential steady state environmental quality improves.

Summing up, we get14

dQh
dβ

< 0,
dQh
dγ

> 0,
dQh
dθ

< 0.

A policy maker aiming for technological innovations through lower β or higher γ therefore

not only reduces the risk of falling into the poverty trap, it increases environmental quality

and capital. Whereas fostering environmental consciousness (higher θ) has no e�ect on the

poverty trap and capital, it improves environmental quality.

13To illustrate the greening of consumption, assume that houses are endowed with solar cells instead of
obtaining electricity from a coal �red plant.

14The proofs are as follows. Using the implicit function theorem at Γ(Q) = 0 gives

dQ

dβ
= α

(θ/γQ)α + (1 − α)
α

1−α

α
(
(1 − α)γ − αβ

)
(θ/γ)αQα−1 − θ

.

We require α
(
(1 − α)γ − αβ

)
(θ/γ)αQα−1 < θ for dQ

dβ
< 0. Plugging the explicit solution for Q̂ into this

condition and rearranging gives
(
Q̂
Q

)1−α
< 1. We know that Ql < Q̂ < Qh, hence the sign of the comparative

statics prevails.
Using the implicit function theorem at Γ(Q) = 0 gives

dQ

dγ
= − (1 − α)2 + α2β/γ

α
(
(1 − α)γ − αβ

)
(θ/γ)αQα−1 − θ

(θ/γQ)α.

We require α
(
(1 − α)γ − αβ

)
(θ/γ)αQα−1 > θ for dQ

dγ
< 0. The same argument as above applies.

Using the implicit function theorem at Γ(Q) = 0 gives(
Q− α

(
(1 − α)γ − αβ

)
(θ/γ)αθ−1Qα

)
dθ −

(
α
(
(1 − α)γ − αβ

)
(θ/γ)αQα−1 − θ

)
dQ = 0.

Simplifying gives dQ
dθ

= −Q/θ < 0.
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3.3 A more global result

One issue with proposition 2 is that the analysis of the stability of the steady states holds

only locally. Thus, the results only apply in su�ciently close proximity to the steady states.

Indeed, they carry forward as long as capital Abroad, k̃t, is su�ciently close to its steady

state. However, proposition 2 may not hold any longer for k̃ su�ciently far away from its

steady state. Indeed, proposition 2 may be weakened in that case. For this we reduce the

dynamic system (11), (12) and (13) to one equation. It will be non-autonomous and, thus,

according to the Hartman-Grobman theorem, linearization will not be possible.

We �rst solve the di�erence equation k̃t+1 = (1 − α)k̃α. The explicit solution for this

di�erence equation can be written as

k̃t = (1− α)
1
α

(∑t
τ=0

(1)τ a
τ

τ !
−1
)
k̃α

t

0 ≡ g(α, k̃0, t), (16)

where (1)τ is the Pochhammer symbol (Abramowitz and Stegun 1972) and denotes the falling

factorial (x)y = x(x+1)...(x+y−1). Using equation (9) and (16) in (12) gives us the equation

that characterizes the dynamics of the autarkic intertemporal equilibrium

kt+1 =
θ

γ(1 + θ)

[
γ

θ
kt +

(
(1− α)γ − αβ

)
kαt − αβg(α, k̃0, t)

α

]
≡ Ψ(kt, t). (17)

We are now in the position to summarize our results on the global dynamics in the following

proposition.

Proposition 3 Assume k̃t ≤ k̃, kt < kl and A1 holds. Further assuming there ∃ψ > 0, such

that ψ solves, for τ ≥ 0, k̃τ = ψkτ . Then kτ+t ≤ kτ , ∀t > τ ≥ 0, if

[
((1− α)γ − αβ)− γk1−α0

αβ

] 1
α

< ψ ≤ (1− α)
1

1−α

k0
.

This proposition draws attention to the fact that smaller values of k0 < kl may still allow

for convergence to the high steady state. This happens if k̃t is su�ciently smaller than kt.

Figure 2 provides a graphical illustration of our result above. If αβg(α, k̃0, t)
α is smaller than

14



((1 − α)γ − αβ)kαt − γkt, then the capital stock and environmental quality at Home grow.

Our study of the local dynamics in the previous section only allowed us to conclude that, for

kt > kl, region Home would be out of the environmental poverty trap. However, if region

Abroad starts su�ciently far away from its own steady state, such that kt > ka as depicted

in Figure 2, then capital stock and environmental quality at Home may grow. Whether they

continues to grow until {kh, Qh}, or even temporarily further, depends on how fast capital

Abroad grows. If it is the case that it grows su�ciently slowly such that kt > kl, then region

Home may leave the poverty trap despite the fact that its initial capital stock was below kl.

Figure 2: A graphical illustration of the global dynamics

To summarize, the autarky case has shown that if one region obtains utility from a public

good that can be both improved and harmed by all regions (in our case two), then the region

subject to the local public good may �nd itself in a poverty trap. The trap arises since this

region must spend increasing amounts of its capital returns on improving the public good.

3.4 Some remarks and extensions

Clearly, the results above are based on a reduced-form model. We assumed an absence of

technical progress and assumed both production functions are the same, we have a strictly one-

sided externality, we assumed that there is no self-regeneration mechanism in environmental

quality, and we assumed that agents can only look ahead for one period. We now discuss how

the results of the model may be augmented if one were to take these extensions into account.
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3.4.1 The role of technical change

In the previous analysis we assumed an absence of technical change, and furthermore assumed

that both production technologies are the same. We now relax these assumptions and take

a look at how our previous results are augmented. In particular, let us assume that the

production function at Home takes the form f(kt) = Atk
α
t , while the production function

Abroad is of form f̃(k̃t) = Ãtk̃
α
t . This then augments the dynamic system of the autarkic

intertemporal equilibrium de�ned by equations (11) to (13) and we now obtain

k̃t+1 = (1− α)Ãtk̃
α
t , (18)

kt+1 =
θ

γ
Qt+1, (19)

Qt+1 =
1

1 + θ

[
Qt +

(
γ(1− α)− αβ

)
Atk

α
t − αβÃtk̃αt

]
. (20)

Then Qt+1 ≥ Qt if

Qt ≤
1

θ

[(
γ(1− α)− αβ

)
Atk

α
t − αβÃtk̃αt

]
. (21)

It is now clear that our previous results carry forward if the technology level Abroad is not

too low relative to the one at Home. More speci�cally, assume that At = A and Ãt = Ã,

then Proposition 3 can easily be re-written to take this productivity di�erence into account.

In this case we �nd that if Abroad has a su�ciently high total factor productivity (which is

currently constrained to 1), then the consumption externality of Abroad would be too large

and abatement from Home could not compensate for this externality.

Instead, let us assume that productivity changes over time, then again our previous results

carry forward if technical change Abroad is not to slow relative to the one at Home. Assume,

for example, that there are perfect spillovers in technical change, such that At = Ãt. In this

case technical change provides two scale e�ects. One, it will scale up the right-hand side of

the inequality constraint (21), so that Qt+1 ≥ Qt is more likely to hold. Two, it will scale

up k̃t faster, so that the di�erence
(
γ(1 − α) − αβ

)
Atk

α
t − αβÃtk̃αt is more likely to become

negative, which will more easily induce the environmental poverty trap.

What we view as important is that, despite both agents having access to the same technol-
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ogy, we obtain a poverty trap. This places a stronger emphasis on the international spillover,

which in turn is inducing the poverty trap.

3.4.2 Both agents care about the environment

One of the main remarks we received was always related to this extreme asymmetry in the

utility functions between agents at Home and agents Abroad. However, if one thinks a bit

about this, then this should not be too surprising. After all, behavioral economics has avidly

taught us there may be strong di�erences in people's preferences and that those di�erences

protrude through many dimensions of our lives. Nevertheless, one may wish to investigate

inhowfar it is possible to weaken the extreme asymmetry by allowing the agents Abroad to

still have a preference over environmental quality while obtaining the same results as above.

The result that kt converges to zero if k0 ∈ (0, kl) partly hinges on our assumption on the

preferences of agent Abroad. Since agent Abroad is not a�ected by this externality, then if the

externality he imposes upon agent Home is su�ciently large, this will lead to economic collapse.

If agent Abroad would also be impacted by the externality, then this would potentially induce

agent Abroad to have positive levels of abatement. Vernasca (2005) has a modeling approach

along these lines. While that article utilizes a more general utility function and allows for

environmental quality for both agents, it does not allow for region-dependent capital stocks.

As a result, there is no environmental poverty trap in the paper and no policy discussion of

the e�ect of capital market integration. Furthermore, there are no results on global stability in

Vernasca (2005). With the externality in the utility function of agent Abroad there may be an

interior solution to environmental quality in the �rst-order condition of agent Abroad. Hence,

agent Abroad and agent Home may invest in abatement, and consequently environmental

quality will not be driven to zero. Though this may still lead to multiple equilibria, we would

not observe the economic collapse. Instead, depending on the weight that the environment

had in Abroad's preferences, we would see kt to converge to low levels instead of zero. Our

results would, thus, essentially be unchanged but less drastic.

There are, nevertheless, utility functions where agent Abroad cares about environmental

quality, yet does not invest in environmental quality. Thus, our intention is to provide an
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example for a utility function that yields the same results as those from the model with the

strong asymmetry while making both utility functions as similar as possible. We keep an

asymmetry, albeit not as extreme as before. Hence, we now assume that agents Abroad have

a utility function of the form u(c̃t+1, Qt+1) = θ log c̃t+1+log(Q+Qt+1). The only di�erence to

the preference of agents at Home is that agents Abroad view environmental quality as a linear

bundle between environmental quality at Home and Abroad. For simplicity we assume that

environmental quality Abroad is una�ected by the productive activity considered here, as it

only impacts environmental quality at Home. Another interpretation of this utility function

is that agents Abroad care about environmental quality at Home, but they do not view it

as essential.15 Maximizing this function subject to the budget constraints and environmental

quality (1) yields

Q+Qt+1 ≥ γ(w̃t − Ãt),

with equality if Ãt > 0. Take now the extreme case where environmental quality is at its

minimum, Qt+1 = 0, while income is at its maximum, w̃t = (1− α)
1

1−α . Thus, if

Q ≥ γ(1− α)
1

1−α ,

then for any Qt ≥ 0, and any k̃t > 0, the optimal solution for agent Abroad is Ãt = 0, ∀t.

Consequently, agent Abroad will save his whole wage, and our results from above are fully

preserved.

Indeed, similar results can be easily obtained with other utility functions, e.g. if the

environmental quality part in agent Abroad's utility function is linear instead of logarithmic.

We would like to draw the reader's attention again to the fact that this is an exercise in

understanding what would happen if one agent places an externality on another agent in a

dynamic setting without himself caring enough about this externality such that it would be

important for him to do something about it.

15Non-essential means that, even if environmental quality at Home goes to zero, this would not drive their
marginal utility to in�nity.
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3.4.3 Adding a self-regeneration in environmental quality

One may wish to know how the result above is augmented if we allow for a natural regeneration

rate m ∈ (0, 1). For example, a possible functional form is Qt+1 = m(X −Qt) +Qt − β(ct +

c̃t) + γ(At + Ãt), taken from Jouvet, Michel and Rotillon (2005), with X denoting the natural

state and m the speed at which nature returns to the natural state. In this case, equation

(15) takes the form

Γ(Q) ≡ [(1− α)γ − αβ]

(
θ

γ
Q

)α
− θQ+m(X −Q)− αβ(1− α)

α
1−α = 0.

Clearly, if the natural regeneration is su�ciently slow, or for a low natural level of the envi-

ronment, we recover our result in Proposition 1. In contrast, for mX > αβ(1 − α)
α

1−α , the

steady state can be unique. Hence, in terms of generality we lose very little by assuming that

environmental quality cannot regenerate itself, but instead we gain much in terms of analytical

results.

3.4.4 A remark on the planning horizon

One might wonder whether the previous result still holds if one takes into account a longer

planning horizon for the Home region. What we shall show is that while a longer planning

horizon may reduce the possibility of being in an environmental trap, it may not necessarily

avoid it. In the next section we conclude that a fool-proof way to avoid the trap is capital

market integration.

Let us assume that the Home planner at time t is also altruistic and takes the impact of

the current choices on the next generation's welfare into account. Mathematically, this then

leads to the utility function

θ log
(
ct+1

)
+ log

(
Qt+1

)
+ δ

(
θ log

(
ct+2

)
+ log

(
Qt+2

))
, (22)

where δ > 0 is the degree of altruism. For simplicity, we assume that the Home planner still

takes capital accumulation as exogenous and thus does not view his impact on the future
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capital stock. Substituting the constraints and maximizing leads to the optimality condition

θ

st
=

γ

Qt+1
+ δ

(
γ

Qt+2
+Rt+1

β

Qt+2

)
. (23)

Without altruism (i.e. δ = 0), this optimality condition reduces to equation (9). Allowing

for altruism (or an extended planning horizon), the Home planner takes into account that

his current consumption and abatement decision a�ect environmental quality at time t + 2.

This is represented by the second term on the right-hand side of equation (23). This term

is always positive, and thus leads to lower optimal savings for the planner and consequently

higher abatement levels.

While this makes clear that incorporating further time periods into Home's planning hori-

zon reduces the chance that, for a given capital level abroad (i.e. consumption level), Home

will end up in the environmental trap, it does not inform us whether Home may be able to

avoid the environmental trap altogether by extending the planning horizon. For this we take

a backward approach and look at the law of motion for environmental quality, given by

Qt+1 = Qt − β(ct + c̃t) + γ(At + Ãt). (24)

We know that region Abroad fully consumes its wages, while the maximum that region Home

may spend on abatement is also given by its wages. However, in this case there would be

no capital accumulation in region Home. Thus, region Home has to choose the highest level

of abatement such that capital is still constant. Based on the constraint wt = st + At, with

st = kt+1, wt = (1−α)kαt , this is given by A = (1−α)2
(
α(1−α)

) α
1−α .16 Assuming thus that

abatement is at its potential maximum, then in this case environmental quality accumulates

according to Qt+1 = Qt − β(1 − α)k̃αt + γ(1 − α)2
(
α(1 − α)

) α
1−α . Consequently, a trap in

environmental quality can only be avoided if the maximum of abatement can exceed the

maximum of pollution from region Abroad, which is given by β(1− α)
1

1−α . This leads to the

16This comes from assuming that capital is kept constant and abatement is at the maximum. Thus we have

(1 − α)kα − k = A, and the maximum of (1 − α)kα − k arises when k =
(
α(1 − α)

) 1
1−α .
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condition

Qt+1 = Qt − β(1− α)
1

1−α + γ(1− α)2
(
α(1− α)

) α
1−α . (25)

As a result, region Home can only avoid the environmental trap if

(1− α)2α
α

1−α (1− α)
2α−1
1−α ≥ β/γ.

The left-hand side is a concave, monotonically decreasing function which goes from 1 to zero.

At the standard value of α = 0.3 (see e.g. Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992)) the left-hand

side is equal to 0.359 implying that the abatement e�ectiveness must be roughly three times

larger than the emissions per unit of consumption in order for the Home region's abatement

to able to compensate for Abroad's externality.

To conclude, even when disregarding any optimality conditions and allowing for maximum

sustainable abatement, it turns out that there are limits to region's Home ability to avoid the

environmental trap. In what follows we suggest one way that does not depend on long-term

planning (or other standard economic tools like taxation) to help region Home avoid the trap,

namely capital market integration.

4 Integrated capital markets

We now consider the globalization case. Assume integrated capital markets, where free capital

mobility between the regions prevails. This implies

kt+1 + k̃t+1 = st + s̃t, and (26)

Rt+1 = R̃t+1. (27)

As a consequence, in the integrated capital markets case, global savings make the global capital

stock. Free capital mobility implies that the returns to capital in each region must be equal.

The equality of returns condition is given by equation (27). We can now de�ne the integrated

intertemporal equilibrium.
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De�nition 4 Given the capital stocks k0 and k̃0 and the environmental quality Q0, an inte-

grated intertemporal equilibrium is a temporal equilibrium that in addition satis�es, for all

t ≥ 0, the integrated capital accumulation condition kt+1 + k̃t+1 = st + s̃t and the equality of

returns condition Rt+1 = R̃t+1, as well as the conditions (30) and (31).

The equality of returns condition implies that kt+1 = k̃t+1. Substituting the optimality

conditions (9) and (11) we obtain 2kt+1 = θ
γQt+1 + (1− α)kαt , or, equivalently,

Qt+1 =
γ

θ

(
2kt+1 − (1− α)kαt

)
. (28)

Using equation (1), solving equation (28) for kαt and substituting, we derive

Qt+1 =
1

1 + θ

[
Qt +

(
(1− α)γ − 2αβ

)
kαt

]
. (29)

This implies the dynamic system

kt+1 = 1/2

[
θ

(1 + θ)γ

[
Qt +

(
(1− α)γ − 2αβ

)
kαt

]
+ (1− α)kαt

]
, (30)

Qt+1 =
1

1 + θ

[
Qt +

(
(1− α)γ − 2αβ

)
kαt

]
. (31)

We label the steady states in this case with subscript i. The explicit solution for Qi and ki

are

Qi =
((1− α)γ − 2αβ)

θ

(
(1− α)γ − αβ

γ

) α
1−α

, (32)

ki =

(
(1− α)γ − αβ

γ

) 1
1−α

. (33)

We introduce the following assumption now.

A 2 (1− α)γ > 2αβ.

This assumption is important for the existence of a steady state in the integrated intertemporal

equilibrium.
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Proposition 4 Under assumption A2 there exists a unique steady state to the dynamic system

(30) and (31) that characterizes the integrated intertemporal equilibrium.

For the proof it is enough to show that a necessary and su�cient condition for the positivity

of Qi and ki is (1− α)γ > 2αβ.

We compare the stringency of the condition A1 for the existence of a steady state in

the autarky versus the condition A2 in the integrated case. We re-write condition A2 as

(1−α)
2α > β/γ. In this case we know a steady state with integrated capital markets exists. Let

us now take the maximum possible level of β/γ that, in the limit, would still guarantee us the

existence of a steady state in the integrated capital market case. De�ne this as (β/γ)max ≡
1−α
2α . Studying condition A1 gives us that an increasing β/γ ratio makes the existence of a

steady state in the autarkic case less likely, since the left-hand side is decreasing in β/γ while

the right-hand side is increasing in β/γ. This implies that if condition A1 is satis�ed for

(β/γ)max, then it will also be satis�ed for all β/γ ≤ (β/γ)max. If condition A1 is not satis�ed

for (β/γ)max, then it will be satis�ed for a β/γ < (β/γ)max and we can conclude that a steady

state in the autarkic case is less likely than in the integrated case (meaning that less β/γ

ratios allow for the existence of an autarkic steady state). Thus, substituting (β/γ)max = 1−α
2α

into condition A1 gives an inequality that is only a function of α. We de�ne this function as

Φ(α) ≡ (α
α

1−α − α
1

1−α ) − 2
α

1−α . Studying Φ(α) gives us that for any α ∈ (0, 1) this function

is negative. As a consequence, the existence of a steady state in the autarkic case is less

likely than in the integrated capital market case for it imposes a stronger constraint on the

parameters.

Proposition 5 Considering the dynamic equations (30) and (31) that describe the integrated

intertemporal equilibrium, then the unique steady state {ki, ki, Qi, } is asymptotically stable if

assumption A2 holds.

Figure 3 provides a numerical illustration similar to Figure 1. It shows both cases, inte-

grated and autarkic capital markets. As suggested in Proposition 4, in order to ensure the

existence of a steady state we can impose a simpler and weaker constraint on the key param-

eters than in the autarky case. Young agents at Home now must be able to abate emissions
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from world consumption, i.e. (1−α)γ > 2αβ. Assuming α = 0.3 as in most numerical studies,

Figure 3: Capital - Abatement dynamics. Autarkic and integrated capital markets

we require β/γ < 1.16, such that abatement costs due to one unit of consumption must not ex-

ceed 1.16. Recall that this ratio must be less than 0.625 in the autarky case. The graph shows

�rst As with As = 2 ((1− α)kα − k), and Ad which is given by γA = β(c + c̃). Since world

consumption is determined by world capital income, we get Ad = 2αβγ k
α. The intersection of

Ad and As gives ki. As in the autarky case, steady state capital and abatement do depend

on the β�to�γ ratio but not on the level of these parameters. Given that (1 − α)γ > 2αβ

holds, we see that abatement supply may exceed abatement demand for any k < ki, while

abatement supply will be lower than abatement demand for any k > ki. We thus observe

converging dynamics to ki.

Our general conclusion is that integrated capital markets, by linking the capital stock of

the two regions, prevents the environmental poverty trap that exists in the autarkic case. The

economic intuition is as follows. In autarky, the currently young generation at Home may

heavily invest into abatement at the cost of savings, trading o� future GDP for environmental

quality. Their decision thus has a negative e�ect on the following generation, whose labor

income depends on their ancestors' savings. Under integrated capital markets, investments

from Abroad can substitute for domestic savings, making sure that labor income does not

dry up. This result is also robust to virtually any modi�cation in the production function or
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labor amount, as long as the inputs are complements and integrated capital markets imply

that international capital stocks are linked proportionately.

The steady state Qi varies in the relevant parameters as intuition suggests. We obtain17

dQi
dβ

< 0,
dQi
dγ

> 0,
dQi
dθ

< 0.

We conclude that the steady state environmental quality responds to changes in the key

parameters in the same way that steady state environmental quality in the autarkic case does.

5 Incentives to integrate capital markets

In this section we compare integrated capital markets and autarkic capital markets. We

are especially interested in the e�ect on welfare from capital market integration, since this

represents the long-run incentives for each region to move from autarky to globalized capital

markets.

Proposition 6 Given a steady state in autarky exists, then

1. Qi > Qh and ki > kh,

2. k̃n > k̃i,

3. 2ki > k̃n + kn.

In words, capital market integration both increases the environmental quality and the

capital stock at Home compared to the autarky case. In contrast, we �nd that capital Abroad

is higher without capital market integration. Finally, the steady state world capital stock in

the autarky case is lower than in the integrated capital case.

It is immediate from Proposition 6 that Abroad's savings decline with capital market in-

tegration, since k̃i < k̃ and s̃ = (1 − α)k̃α. Home's savings increase, because s = θ
γQ, and

17The comparative statics with respect to β and θ are trivial. For dQi
dγ

we get after some manipulations

dQi
dγ

=
(1 − α)2γ ((1 − α)γ − αβ) + α2β ((1 − α)γ − 2αβ)

(1 − α)γ ((1 − α)γ − αβ) θ

(
(1 − α)γ − αβ

γ

) α
1−α

.

This is positive for (1 − α)γ > 2αβ.
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Qi > Qh. Proposition 6 shows that environmental quality bene�ts from capital market in-

tegration despite the scale e�ect through increased global capital. This result contrasts with

Copeland and Taylor (1994) who �nd that free trade increases income but increases world pol-

lution if income levels di�er between regions. We �nd that income levels do not play the same

role once capital markets are integrated. Instead, integrating capital markets allows to free

capital for abatement which then helps to prevent further environmental deterioration. We,

furthermore, notice that capital market integration will alleviate the environmental poverty

trap that persists in the autarkic case for su�ciently poor regions. The model predicts that the

steady state capital stock at Home in autarky is smaller than Abroad, see equation (33). Once

capital markets integrate, capital will �ow from Abroad to Home. Since the young generations

draw income from labor only, the young from Abroad su�er from a capital drain while those at

Home gain from the capital in�ow. From Home's perspective, this is a positive income e�ect

for the young. When old, however, generations live on capital income only. Now we get the

reverse income e�ect. Agents abroad bene�t from higher rates of returns while those at home

su�er from lower interest rates relative to the returns in autarky. Agents at home may face

an additional adverse e�ect from opening up capital markets. Supposing that agents abroad

gain from capital market integration, they increase consumption hence pollution.

We have shown that the world gets richer in terms of GDP and environmental quality.

However, this does not necessarily imply that both regions can bene�t from capital market

integration because of distributional e�ects on regional welfare. The following result sheds

some light on the distributional e�ects.

Result 1We �nd that indirect steady state utility Abroad always increases following capital

market integration, while indirect utility at Home may increase or decrease.

For Abroad it is possible to show this result analytically, while for Home we resort to a

numerical illustration that nevertheless covers all reasonable parameter ranges.

Abroad's indirect utility is a monotonic transformation of its consumption. Hence, it

su�ces to compare Abroad's consumption in autarky, c̃n, and integrated markets, c̃i. We

derive c̃n = α(1−α)
α

1−α , while c̃i = α(1−α)(1−α−αβ/γ)
2α−1
1−α . Then, substituting the explicit

solutions for c̃n and c̃i into c̃i > c̃n and simplifying leads to (1−α)1−2α > (1−α−αβ/γ)1−2α.
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This is true for those parameter combinations that allow for an interior steady state.

To show the indirect utility di�erence at Home, we graphically illustrate it for all feasible

parameter combinations and a given α = 0.3. This leaves the emission coe�cient β and

abatement e�ectiveness γ as free parameters where we have to obey β/γ < 0.625 in order to

ensure the existence of a steady state under autarky. Figure 4 shows the welfare di�erence

at Home under integration minus autarky. Our result is that Home can bene�t from capital

market integration for high β/γ ratios or for low values of θ.

Figure 4: Indirect Home utility in integrated vs. autarky markets for α = 1/3.

Explanation: The red region is where indirect utility in autarky is higher and the blue where

utility in integrated markets is larger.

These results show that for a su�ciently high preference towards the environment (low

θ) Home is always able to improve its welfare through capital market integration. However,

if Home's preferences are mostly directed towards consumption and it can easily o�set the

international emissions (low β/γ ratio), then capital market integration will not be bene�cial

for Home unless it is in the environmental poverty trap. As a consequence we conclude that,

if the initial capital stock at Home (and Abroad) is such that Home is in the environmental

poverty trap, then it is always bene�cial for Home to integrate capital markets. On the

converse, if Home's initial level of capital is already su�ciently high, then whether Home

should integrate capital markets or not depends on the relative weight of the environment in

its preferences, on the shape of the production function, and on the e�ectiveness of abatement

versus the dirtiness of consumption, as shown above.
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6 Conclusion

In this article we present a two-region, dynamic general equilibrium model essentially based on

the original model of John and Pecchenino (1994). Though we carry most of their assumptions

forward, we �nd that extending their original model to a two-region model where one region is

a�ected by an international externality while the other is not, leads to important di�erences.

Our main �nding is the existence of an environmental poverty trap in the case of autarkic

capital markets.

An environmental poverty trap occurs if the region that is a�ected by the international

externality is unable to increase abatement su�ciently to overcome the detrimental e�ects of

consumption on this externality. In this case the a�ected region will reduce savings and spend

an increasing amount of money to protect itself from the e�ect of this externality. This leads

the region to be stuck in a deteriorating spiral that we dub the environmental poverty trap.

However, with a su�ciently high level of capital, the a�ected region may protect itself from

the damages of the externality while still holding enough capital back for economic growth.

Our study also suggests important results for the e�ect of capital market integration on

environmental quality and the environmental poverty trap. We, �rstly, show that that long-

run environmental quality always bene�ts from capital market integration. This occurs since

the steady state stock of capital in the region a�ected by the externality increases compared

to the autarky case, which allows to divert a larger share of income towards abatement e�orts.

Secondly, we �nd that regions starting with low initial capital stocks can escape the environ-

mental poverty trap by opening up their borders to foreign direct investments. This, again, is

due to an income e�ect since higher capital stocks support higher labor income, hence more

resources will be available that may be spent on abatement. That result will also be robust to

virtually any modi�cation in the production function or labor amount, as long as the inputs

are complements and international capital markets imply that international capital stocks are

linked proportionately. For regions already beyond the danger of a poverty trap, capital mar-

ket integration still improves environmental quality but does not automatically imply welfare

gains. On the contrary, the in�ow of capital lowers the marginal return on capital which in
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turn has a negative impact on the returns to savings. For reasonable parameter combina-

tions (e.g. a high preference towards consumption, or relatively costly abatement) we show

that capital market integration may decrease welfare for regions subject to an environmental

externality.

This suggests the following policy implications. Regions that are subject to the environ-

mental poverty trap should open their capital markets since linking capital markets interna-

tionally will allow for income increases that may be spent on supporting abatement e�orts.

On the other hand, regions that are rich enough for su�ciently high abatement e�orts should

not resort to international capital mobility for environmental reasons alone, since this might

reduce long-run welfare.

Though our model is somewhat stylized, by focusing on two regions that possess the same

technologies and di�er only by the fact that one is a�ected by the environmental quality

whereas the other is not, we still �nd the existence of an environmental poverty trap in the

autarkic case. Our intuition is that this result carries forward for regions of di�erent sizes,

di�erent production technologies as well as to N > 2 regions. Several extensions are never-

theless interesting to study in this setting. Firstly, one could study the role of international

cooperation. This could provide useful results for international treaties and policies. Secondly,

one could assume di�erent technologies or population levels. This will induce di�erent lev-

els of the capital stock in the integrated case and thereby lead to more complicated results.

Nevertheless, it is well-known that poorer regions tend to have lower levels of total factor

productivity and, therefore, we expect some kinds of conditional convergence even in the in-

tegrated market case. Furthermore, introducing catching up in technology would imply the

same result as ours.
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Proof of Proposition 1

Since the optimality condition kt = θ/γQt implies that kt is proportional to Qt, it su�ces

to prove the existence for one equation. A necessary condition for the existence of a steady

state is (1 − α)γ > αβ, since Γ(Q) < 0 for all Q ≥ 0 otherwise. A necessary and su�cient

condition for the existence of a steady state is ∃Q̂, such that Γ′(Q̂) = 0 and Γ(Q̂) > 0. Q̂ is

thus the maximum of Γ(Q) since Γ′′(Q) < 0 for (1 − α)γ > αβ . Graphically speaking, we

know Γ(Q) < 0 at Γ(0) and at Γ(∞). Then we require Γ(Q) > 0 for some positive Q. In

that case, two steady states will exist (and one corner state), or one for a degenerate set of

parameters (and one corner state). Q̂ is given by

Q̂ =
1

θ

[
α
(
(1− α)γ − αβ

)
γα

] 1
1−α

.

Substituting this solution into Γ(Q) > 0 gives the condition for the existence of a steady state

(1− α)
α
α−1 (α

2α−1
1−α − α

α
1−α )

(
(1− α)− αβ/γ

) 1
1−α > β/γ.

We show that there exists a β/γ ratio that satis�es this equality for a given α ∈ (0, 1). The

necessary condition for β/γ constrains its range to β/γ ∈ (0, 1−αα ). Within this range, the

right-hand side of the inequality above is increasing from zero to 1−α
α , while the left-hand side

decreases from φ(α) ≡ (1 − α)(α
2α−1
1−α − α

α
1−α ) > 0 to zero. Therefore, there exists a ratio of

β/γ ∈ (0, 1−αα ) such that the inequality above is satis�ed. In this case we obtain Ql < Q̂ < Qh,

where Ql is the low steady state and Qh the high one. The rest of the proposition follows

trivially. �
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Proof of Proposition 2

We analyze the system (11) to (13) around the two steady states. The Jacobian is


α 0 0

− α2βθ
(1−α)γ(θ+1)

αθ
γ(θ+1)

(
Q(1−α)βθkα−2

γ + (1− α)γkα−1
)

θ
γ(θ+1)

(
1− kα−1αβθ

γ

)
− α2β

(1−α)(θ+1)
α
θ+1

(
Q(1−α)βθkα−2

γ + (1− α)γkα−1
)

1
θ+1

(
1− kα−1αβθ

γ

)
 .

The eigenvalues of this Jacobian are λ1 = 0, λ2 = α, and

λ3 =
1

1 + θ

(
1− kα−2γ−2αθ(kγ(β + (−1 + α)γ) +Q(−1 + α)βθ)

)
.

The eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 are evident, but for λ3 we only have an implicit solution in terms

of k and Q. We can substitute γ
θ k = Q, which holds from the �rst-order conditions and get

λ3 =
1

1 + θ

(
1 + kα−1γ−1αθ((1− α)γ − αβ)

)
.

Substituting the explicit solution of Q̂ into the equation above gives λ3|Q=Q̂ = 1. We now

only need to know the slope of λ3 when k changes. Thus,

∂λ3
∂k

= −1− α
1 + θ

kα−1γ−1αθ((1− α)γ − αβ) < 0,

since (1−α)γ −αβ > 0 by assumption. Conclusively, for k < k̂ we know that λ3 > 1. There-

fore, the low steady state {k̃, kl, Ql} is unstable in {kl, Ql}. On the other hand, for k > k̂ we

know that λ3 < 1, and therefore Qh is asymptotically stable. �

Proof of Proposition 3

kt+1 < kt if kt > Ψ(kt, t). Since we assume that k̃t ≤ k̃ and kt < kl, then k̃t is monotonically

increasing to its steady state k̃. By continuity and monotonicity of γkt
(
(1−α)γ−αβ

)
kαt , this

implies that if kt+1 < kt for one t ≥ 0, this also applies for all t. Thus, if we show this holds
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for t = 0, then our result applies for any t. Substituting k̃0 = ψk0 into equation (17) at t = 0

and assuming that k0 > Ψ(k0, 0) leads to the inequality

k0 >
θ

γ(1 + θ)

[
γ

θ
k0 +

(
(1− α)γ − αβ

)
kα0 − αβ(ψk0)

α

]
.

Solving this for ψ gives the �rst result in the proposition. The second inequality in the

proposition above comes from the assumption k̃t ≤ k̃. Since we assume that ψk0 ≤ k̃ and

k̃ = (1− α)
1

1−α , the result follows immediately. �

Proof of Proposition 5

The Jacobian at the steady state {k̃i, ki, Qi} is given by

 α(2αβθ+(α−1)γ(2θ+1))
2(α(β+γ)−γ)(θ+1)

θ
2(θ+1)γ

αγ(2αβ+(α−1)γ)
(α(β+γ)−γ)(θ+1)

1
θ+1

 .
The two eigenvalues are

λa =
1

4(θ + 1)((1 − α)γ − αβ)

(
2((1 − α)γ − αβ)(1 + αθ) + (1 − α)αγ (34)

+
√

((2 − α)(1 − α)γ − 2αβ)2 + 4α2(2β + (1 − α)γ)((1 − α)γ − αβ)θ + 4α2((1 − α)γ − αβ)2θ2)

)
,

and

λb =
1

4(θ + 1)((1 − α)γ − αβ)

(
2((1 − α)γ − αβ)(1 + αθ) + (1 − α)αγ (35)

−
√

((2 − α)(1 − α)γ − 2αβ)2 + 4α2(2β + (1 − α)γ)((1 − α)γ − αβ)θ + 4α2((1 − α)γ − αβ)2θ2
)
.

De�ne Z = (((2−α)(1−α)γ−2αβ)2+4α2(2β+(1−α)γ)((1−α)γ−αβ)θ+4α2((1−α)γ−αβ)2θ2,

then Z > 0 if (1−α)γ−αβ > 0, which holds by assumption. Making use of the characteristic
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equation, we �nd that

f(λ) = λ2 +

(
2γ + αγ − α2γ − 2α(β + γ)− 2α(−γ + α(β + γ))θ

)
(−2γ + 2α(β + γ) + 2(−γ + α(β + γ))θ)

λ

+
−αγ + α2γ

(−2γ + 2α(β + γ) + 2(−γ + α(β + γ))θ)
,

= λ2 +Mλ+N.

Then, asymptotic stability prevails if 1 + M + N > 0, 1 −M + N > 0 and N < 1. These

conditions are equivalent to

(1− α)θ

1 + θ
> 0,

(1− α)αγ

(1 + θ)((1− α)γ − αβ)
< 2,

and

1 + α >
(1− α)(αβ − γ)

((1− α)γ − αβ)(1 + θ)
.

A necessary and su�cient condition for the second inequality to be satis�ed is (1−α)γ−2αβ >

0. The �rst and third condition are satis�ed if (1− α)γ − αβ > 0. �

Proof of Proposition 6

Part 1) We prove Qi > Qh by showing that Qi > Ql and Γ(Qi) < 0. Substituting Qi into

function Γ(Q) and assuming Γ(Qi) < 0 gives

((1− α)γ − αβ)(θ/γ)α((1− α)γ − 2αβ)αθ−α
(

(1− α)γ − αβ
γ

) αα
1−α

−((1− α)γ − 2αβ)

(
(1− α)γ − αβ

γ

) α
1−α
− αβ(1− α)

α
1−α < 0.

(36)

We transform equation (36) in two steps. First, rewriting gives

−
(

(1 − α)γ − αβ

γ

) α
1−α

((1 − α)γ − 2αβ)

[
1 −

(
(1 − α)γ − αβ

(1 − α)γ − 2αβ

)1−α]
< αβ(1 − α)

α
1−α ,
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and re-writing the right-hand side gives

αβ(1− α)
α

1−α = (1− α)
α

1−α

(
(1− α)γ − αβ − (1− α)γ + 2αβ

)
.

Second, dividing by (1− α)γ − 2αβ and multiplying by −γ
α

1−α gives

(
(1− α)γ − αβ

) α
1−α

[
1−

(
(1− α)γ − αβ
(1− α)γ − 2αβ

)1−α]
> ((1− α)γ)

α
1−α

[
1− (1− α)γ − αβ

(1− α)γ − 2αβ

]
.

The terms in the square brackets are always negative. Also, it is easy to see that
(
(1− α)γ −

αβ
) α

1−α < ((1 − α)γ)
α

1−α . De�ne ψ ≡ (1−α)γ−αβ
(1−α)γ−2αβ . Then 1 − ψ1−α > 1 − ψ if ψ > 1. Since

ψ > 1 is necessary for the existence of a steady state, we know Γ(Qi) < 0. This shows that

either Qi < Ql or Qi > Qh.

To show that Qi > Ql we show that Qi > Q̂ for the β/γ ratio that leads to a steady

state in the autarky case. We proof by contradition and assuming Qi < Q̂ gives, after some

manipulation, the condition

β

γ
<

1− α
α

1− α
1

1−α

2− α
1

1−α
.

The domain of β/γ that leads to an interior steady state is given in equation (15). We now

need to show that this domain is smaller than the domain of β/γ that implies Qi > Q̂.

The maximum of the left-hand side of equation (15) is when β/γ → 0. Simplifying leads to

1−α
α α

α
1−α − α

1
1−α . Since this is smaller than 1−α

α
1−α

1
1−α

2−α
1

1−α
, for any α ∈ (0, 1), we conclude that

Qi > Q̂ if a steady state in the autarky case exists. Hence, together with the result Γ(Qi) < 0

this implies that Qi > Qh > Qh.

The second part of point 1) states that ki > kh. Since Qi > Ql, kh = θ/γQh and

ki =
(
(1−α)γ−αβ

γ

) 1
1−α

, if we solve for Γ(ki) and �nd Γ(ki) < 0, then ki < kl or ki > kh. Thus,

substituting ki into Γ(k) gives

Γ(ki) =
(
(1− α)γ − αβ

)((1− α)γ − αβ
γ

) α
1−α
− γ

(
(1− α)γ − αβ

γ

) 1
1−α
− αβ(1− α)

α
1−α .

Simplifying leads to

Γ(ki) = −αβ(1− α)
α

1−α < 0.
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We thus know that either ki < kl or ki > kh. We compare ki and k̂. Since k̂ = α
1

1−αki, and

α
1

1−α < 1, then we know that ki > k̂. This implies that ki > kh.

In part 2) we note that k̃n > k̃i. The proof is as follows. Since ki = ((1− α)− αβ/γ)
1

1−α ,

and k̂n = (1− α)
1

1−α , then k̃n > k̃i follows directly.

Proof of part 3) Comparing the total capital stock in the autarky case and in the integrated

case is done as follows. Total capital in the autarky case is kh + k̃n, while total capital in

the integrated case is 2ki. The �rst step is to show that 2ki > k̃n. Substituting the explicit

solutions and simplifying we obtain β/γ < 1−α
α (21−α− 1). Comparing again to the maximum

of the left-hand side of equation (15), we �nd that 1−α
α (21−α− 1) is larger. Thus, we conclude

that 2ki > k̃n. In the second step we substitute 2ki− k̃n into Γ(k) and if we obtain a negative

sign, then we know that total steady state capital in the autarky case is lower than in the

integrated case. After substituting and assuming Γ(2ki − k̃n) < 0, we obtain

Θ ≡ (1−α−αβ/γ)(2(1−α−αβ/γ)
1

1−α−(1−α)
1

1−α )α−2(1−α−αβ/γ)
1

1−α+(1−α)
1

1−α−α(1−α)
α

1−αβ/γ < 0.

We cannot prove analytically that the above condition holds. However, using Mathematica,

we can show graphically that the above condition holds. This is shown in Figure 5 below,

where x = β/γ and the values of Θ are depicted on the vertical axis. Thus, Γ(2ki − k̃n) < 0

Figure 5: Value of Θ for α ∈ (0, 1) and β/γ ∈ (0, 1).

Note that this result holds for any β/γ > 0. We restrict the β/γ ratio for presentation purposes
only.

for the feasible range of α ∈ (0, 1) and β/γ such that the su�cient condition (15) is satis�ed.
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Combined with the previous results we know that total capital stock in the autarky case is

lower than in the integrated case. �
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